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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,there are now more than 200 people connected to the internet worldwide.The world's biggest ever merger has just seen Time-Warner united with the internet service provider,America Online and in the United States alone it's predicted that transactions conducted in cyberspace will account for 327 billion dollars worth of business by 2002.Some shattering statistics! Is this change going to alter our society radically,more importantly,empowering the individual and offering greater choice? Or will information technology lead us into a dark age for society that destroys democracy,the workplace and family life?
 There are arguments on both sides,profound arguments,and with me are two leading players.Charles Leadbeater [I wonder what his family trade used to be? see Analy11.htm -LB] Demos Research Associate and author of the influential book "Living on Thin Air: The New Economy",and Ian Angel,Professor of Information Systems at LSE and author of a new book called "The New Barbarian Manifesto: How to survive the Information Age".Ian Angel you say in your book,that you think the future ages will brand this as a time of revolution,can you briefly say why you see it in such great terms.

Ian Angel : Well you've just mentioned the fact that the transactions are taking place in cyberspace,the problem is that in cyberspace transaction costs are much lower,and this is having an enormous effect on the institutions of our society,that are based on the way we used to do transactions during the industrial age.

Melvyn Bragg :  But you used.....the word "revolution" is big,especially the way you use it,because you refer back to Topfler,now in 1980 he said there were three waves of revolution,the revolution that came in about 8000 years ago,where we.....8000 BC sorry when we became agricultural,and two or three centuries ago when we had the industrial revolution,and now the third one the information revolution [Which puts paid to the idea that there always four ages and we are in the fourth and apocalyptic one as Chris Frayling suggested was the religious view -LB Ref: Belief1:Frayling.htm],so your putting it...your pegging it high,can you justify that?

Ian Angel :  Well it's better than evolution,because evolution makes whole species extinct.There are fundamental changes,look at jobs,jobs are being transferred to the Far East.Marks and Spencers just yesterday,are moving their clothing manufacturing,out-sourcing it to the Far East,this has the effect of making everyone feel insecure.

Melvyn Bragg :   But is this enough to make it a revolution? I'm just trying to get this in listener's minds right. You claim hugely for it in your book,I want you to claim a little bit more hugely on air,than you've been doing so far.

Ian Angel :  Well,the fact is,that there are now one billion workers world wide who are available.Now this is an enormous work force,what I'm saying is that labour has become a commodity,and that is a revolutionary idea.

Melvyn Bragg :    So we can switch to Bangaloor,in Southern India,as tech....

Ian Angel :   Bangaloor to China.....

Melvyn Bragg :   ....as Mex....as a lot of American firms do,our student loan scheme goes to Sri Lanka....

Ian Angel :   Sri Lanka yes.
[Surely this means money is being invested in the East.So much for the West keeping the East poor.Wealth is being distributed -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :    ...runs it from there,and that is going to lead to....?

Ian Angel :   And so now the first thing any business man does,is to say,"Let's look at the transaction costs,is the cost of doing it in the UK,greater than doing it somewhere else? And if it is we'll go somewhere else."

Melvyn Bragg :   So that's the basis of your revolution.Charles Leadbeater,do you agree with that? Is it as groundbreaking and as big as that?

Charles Leadbeater : I think there is a revolutionary change going on,I think it's the conjunction of a series of forces that have developed over a long time and are coming together now,and it's not just information,it is that basically value in our economy now,is generated out of thin air,it's generated out of ideas, knowledge, innovation and creativity.
[Not belief,ignorance,superstition and stasis then? -LB]

If you look at the most powerful,largest companies in the world now,their value really lies in their ideas,their knowledge.It's not in things we dig out of the ground,we can't load them on trains,they don't sit in warehouses,they're not transported through ports,so there's a huge shift in the knowledge...in that the asset base of the economy,from the old assets of the industrial economy of land,labour,machinery to these new assets which are based on human capital,knowledge ideas and creativity.

[So in a sense technology as refocussed the emphasis of capitalism away from the material and towards human qualities,so that innate human capacities are valued.Commodification of them though might seem less than inspiring,but at least it's taken away the obsession with the material -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  But wasn't the industrial revolution to do with knowledge? To do with who got to know how to smelt steel first,and who got to.....and I suppose the agricultural revolution,who got to know how to you know,plough the fields and scatter first and so on? Isn't that knowledge,just as much as this is knowledge?

Charles Leadbeater : Well this isn't.....it is knowledge,but what I'm saying is that knowledge has always been a key factor in production,but now it's taken on an entirely new significance.

Melvyn Bragg : What's the new significance?

Charles Leadbeater :  Well,the new significance is that if you look at one of the leading companies of the world like Intel,it makes a physical thing,a chip,but actually the silicon is completely worthless,the material is completely worthless,the value lies in the logic that's inscribed upon it.If you look at Microsoft,it's the largest most powerful corporation in the world,look at its balance sheet,of course,it's got buildings,land,machinery on it,but actually its value is entirely an intangible thing,it's in sort of software and recipes.Now this is a completely different change.We're not trading physical commodities,we're trading ideas,information,images and other things,and that has very big implications.

Melvyn Bragg :  Just before I turn away from being a....try to prod this revolution idea a bit further,is it different in kind? Even from what you've said Charles,and then I'll come back to you Ian,from say Caxton's introducing the printing press at the end of the 15th century,and releasing (banging noises)-Oh God we've got the demon knocker in the next studio,nevermind....

Charles Leadbeater :  It's the material economy coming down!

Melvyn Bragg :  I'm sorry to be so blasphemous,nevermind...erm,the...Caxton releasing a printed material onto a huge market,is it different in kind from that?

Charles Leadbeater :  I think it is different in kind,because I think it's global in reach,it's moving very fast,and we now systematically invest in change in our societies,this is one of the key things.In the 19th century change may have come about through accident.Harold Perkins,you know,discovered the chemical industry almost by accident in a laboratory at home.We now invest huge amounts in systematically generating new ideas and new knowledge,and information and communication technologies allows us to distribute that knowledge much more quickly world wide.That is a very,very big change in the nature of our societies.Change isn't accidental, it's systematic.

[Note that it's only speeded up what was already present.People already communicated they just do it faster and on a bigger scale -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : So what world do you see briefly,Ian Angel,this new revolutionary world,you could have said,before agriculture people hunted and scavenged,then agriculture,they settled down and they therefore created leisure,therefore created armies,therefore can build cities and so that happened.Industrial revolution brought in masses of people,you had uniformitude [??? -LB],product,we can say that happened,changed society,so what is this revolution going to be?

Ian Angel : It's not just about being different,it's also about being the same.The...you mention Caxton,you know,what he did was introduce a new way of communicating,and either side of that idea became two totally different societies.Now we have another way of communicating,but it's a global communication,an instantaneous communication,and it's bringing into question,all forms of loyalty.So who can I communicate with? Who do I feel attached to? And because I am able to talk to anyone in the world instantaneously,it means that I am no longer committed to being forced to the main way of thinking that is orthodox in my particular society.I can choose to leave my society.

Melvyn Bragg :  Can't you do that anyway by reading a book?

Ian Angel :  But not in the same response.You don't get the instantaneous response,you don't have the contact and the immediate response and the feedback.There's a time lag with a book.It's instantaneous with new technology.

Melvyn Bragg :  Charles Leadbeater,why has this global proliferation taken place on such a scale? Let's look at the computer,there are couple of hundred million....er there were a couple of hundred million,two years ago, and in the snap of a finger,there's going to be five hundred million,why? The speed of this is astonishing,isn't it?

Charles Leadbeater : Well I think there are a number of reasons.One is the rapid advance of computing power,it's got a lot cheaper,it's got a lot smaller,it can be incorporated in a lot more objects.But secondly I think it's  the arrival of all this new technology with the erosion of tariff barriers,the globalisation of trade,the collapse of the cold war,and communism has created an opportunity in which this technology can spread and migrate,and the most powerful reason is it's useful for people.People can do things with it.Not necessarily new things,but things they used to do more effectively [Or faster,or more powerfully -LB].So when a technology allows people to do  useful things and it's cheap and it's available,it spreads very rapidly,add to that that it's driven by software,and the thing about software is that it's like a recipe,if you come up with a perfect chocolate cake recipe,you can replicate it worldwide almost instantaneously.If you come up with a perfect chocolate cake,only you or I can eat it in this room.
[If you come up with a faulty recipe that nobody notices the flaws in initially it also spreads rapidly round the world,and takes the flaws with it.Ie The millennium bug -LB]

So if we're in a world of recipes,recipes can spread the world over very fast,and so the recipe of "Windows" is now a world recipe for software and that's allowed the product to spread much more quickly.When Ford created his Model T,he could only ship them in units of one.Bill Gates can spread Windows round the world like a virus.
[And it has similar effects on everybody's immune system! -LB]

Ian Angel :  But there is a problem here,because computing deals with detail,and the moment the software is let loose in society,it creates a complexity,and that complexity....

Melvyn Bragg :  Could you just open that up a bit?

Ian Angel : .....well the idea....computers deal with specific problems [Depends which computers you're talking about,there are parallel,serial,analogue,digital,heuristic,ones with genetic algorithms,connection machines,soon maybe quantum computers,you can't talk about "computers" as if they're all the same -LB]
it's a black box,inputs,outputs,well defined.But the problem is that once it moves into society,they are misused,abused,use in different ways.
[Which only goes to show that it is the USES of technology that is a problem,not the technology itself -LB]
People misunderstand,misinterpret the data.People take the data as being "truth",they take the data as though it's information.
[One of the first lessons in computing is the difference between the two -LB]
Not realising that there's an interpretation going on.What the machine does is just generate text and numbers,but the complexity of the interpretation,the misinterpretation,the misinformation the disinformation is what causes complexity in society.
[The mathematical definition of complexity is how many connections there are as in "space syntax" (Science2:World21.htm) or neurons and axons in a brain -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  So what are you saying there,where does that lead to?

Ian Angel :  It means that it's extremely difficult to have any sense of control.It's...the idea that computers are controllable,is naive.

[This is the same "apocalyptic" thinking that Chris Fraying characterised.The idea that man cannot control his own technology.If computers are "just inputs and outputs" they are intimately controllable in principle.The  variable is human beings,that's what causes the problem.Most of them are irrational and can't think there way out of a paper bag,including MENSA (I have evidence),if our intellectual elite are capable of mistakes (ie Sinclair's C5) then how much more so are the less capable.What is not controllable is the development of society.Seen as a living organism made up of  human "cells" it grows and competes for survival with other societies.No single member of that society dictates it's growth or direction,it is an "emergent" system.Technology is an integral part of that system,and like society it is only controllable by the concerted will of the mass -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Oh I see.I see.This business of the globalisation which we've touched on before and said industries,huge American industries are moving to Southern India,to Bangaloor,one of the fastest growing technical centres in the world at the moment,with American industries.....

Ian Angel :  Yes,but it's not just the big companies....

Melvyn Bragg :  No?

Ian Angel :   ....you see small companies are doing it as well.

Melvyn Bragg :   Fine,but is this...again,is this very different? I mean Benjamin Franklyn,whom you quote in your book said,"Merchants have no country,the mere spot where they stand does not constitute so strong an attachment as that from which they draw their gain".So again are we talking about something......?

Ian Angel :  We're talking about people.....politicians talk about "British Industry".Whereas Franklyn is saying there's no such thing as British industry,traders will go where they see their gain.They become not multinational,they're transnational,they are beyond nationality.

Melvyn Bragg :   What consequences does this have,this...what you call,in your book,Charles Leadbeater,the "knowledge based economy",what role does information technology having in these developments?

Charles Leadbeater : Well I think it's a key driver of that,and the driver is to go back to this question of globalisation,if we live in a world where,basically you can make any product anywhere in the world and ship it to any market,then it's entirely rational for manufacturers for instance to make China the world's factory [It might not be ethical or moral to do this,but it makes sense,so much for exploiting people,and all because of globalisation,and not thinking nationally -LB],the place where all the physical products are made,or South East Asia more generally.But that means that if you live and work in an economy like this,then you can't base your competitiveness...

Melvyn Bragg :  Like ours, you mean?

Charles Leadbeater :  ....yeah.

Melvyn Bragg :  Yeah.

Charles Leadbeater :   ...that you can't base your competitiveness and earn your living on the basis of your access to raw materials,or cheap labour,or what have you,you have to generate some distinctive competitive advantage.

Ian Angel :  You just....you said "like ours",of course,that's the problem [There is no societies,there is a global society? Maybe,but people still have beliefs and traditions peculiar to communities and countries and that adds to "complexity" as well  -LB].What is ours? What is "us"? And that is the difficulty.New technology is actually creating a class,and elite class that is actually separating itself from...from nationality.
[And who are those elite? Technocrats? It seems to me that national boundaries are being broken and everyone is being given a voice,mistrust is being broken down as people are able to speak to one another.The class system,colour,creed,nationality,gender,age,impairment,all become irrelevant in global communications,and perhaps adding web cams will reintroduce biases and prejudices -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   This is rather heady stuff,I'd just like to be a bit more concrete.Let's talk about social change. How do...? Starting with,as it were,the bottom rung,Ian Angel to you first.How do you think this going to affect the nature of work,and normal life,shopping,getting round the place,all that?

Ian Angel :  Well what is work [Ref: Protext Files: PT4: Analysis2:Let's go to work;why?],that's a problem. Work,we use the word as if we understand what it is.In the age of the factory we knew exactly what it meant,but now,it's much more complex,because a factory is basically run by machines with a few security guards.What do people do? And that is a huge problem.
 [It's not a problem,they can do anything they like,and they shouldn't be chastised for not working.There is no onus anymore.At the very least the remaining physical work could be shared by those out of work.Machines are making a mockery of the work ethic and the materialist/capitalist system.Years ago my brother and I speculated what would happen if machines produced without human intervention.Theoretically everyone should be free to live.Yet the moaning minnies either say we are lazy,or else that those not working should do.WHY? The whole point as been to try and free up time for human beings by making better machines.Instead of HAVING to do a job,people can choose what they want to do.The mindless yoke of saying "scrounger" or "parasite" to people out of work is too short sighted.If everyone was not working,would they all be "parasites?".The problem is it's been done piecemeal,because politicians only think 5 years at a time.Someone will always be required to maintain the machines,but some people LIKE maintaining machines.What's wrong with people doing what they WANT, instead of what they're told? We all wish to be free and not to have to get up Monday morning,so why is the possibility of it so daunting? Paradoxically unemployment in the UK is at its lowest for 20 years,so either more people are working or there's less people -LB]

There are six billion plus,people on the planet,if most of the physical skilled....semiskilled and unskilled work is done by machines,what do those six billion people do?

[Anything they want.Create art,music,read,write,talk,eat,play,learn skills,ancient and new,all the things they're doing now,except they'll have more time to do them,because they don't have to work anymore like a bunch of slaves.No one enjoys contributing to the system under duress,everyone complains that they wish they didn't have to work,and those in work,feel cheated by those out of it,when they have to pay taxes to support them.If  everyone didn't work then everyone would be able to enjoy life instead of moaning about it.They could go walking,see the world,help explore other planets,learn things they didn't have time for.It could be very close to Utopia,if only the luddites,whingers,clock turners,nay sayers,doom mongers,dystopian visionaries and material capitalists with their fictional abstract concept called "money" would let it,instead of carping and moaning and bleating,about a terrible future where everything goes wrong all the time.Why does Ian think they should be  doing something? If they wish to sunbathe all day on a beach,why can't they,it's their life? Millionaires and lottery winners seem to find things to do -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :    What do they do Charles Leadbeater?

Charles Leadbeater : Well I think that work becomes increasingly differentiated and in many ways unequal,I think that there is....

Melvyn Bragg :    People still have to build buildings,they still have to clean buildings,they still have to...stuff like that.

Charles Leadbeater : They will indeed do stuff like that,although even if you look at buildings,I mean that's a knowledge revolution.We now enclose space with fewer materials,much more quickly,with intelligent materials.I mean the buildings of today are much more intelligent and clever than the buildings of 100 years ago.

Melvyn Bragg :  In what sense? A lot of  people are reaching for their telephones and their pens as you say that,
[Which is only an indication of the lay public's incapacity to keep up with technology.Buildings are currently being made that respond to the environment by warping out of shape to accommodate heat changes,and moderating temperature with smart glass or computer control systems,some are even on hydraulic jacks to counter earth quakes.Some smart materials suggest when they might be worn and need replacement -LB]
thinking the buildings of 100 years ago are a lot more intelligent than buildings now! (laughs)

Charles Leadbeater :  Well,we enclose....if buildings enclose space,if you look at them in purely utilitarian terms,which is a very narrow perspective,and look at the buildings being put up in the city of London,we enclose space much more quickly,with materials which are lighter,less energy intensive,having technology embedded in them,and that sense,the whole..you know,erection of a building is a much more knowledge intensive process than it used to be.

Ian Angel :   And the cost of maintenance is lower,therefore there is less work,to maintain the building.[A trivial example-the council replaced the windows with uPVC frames that are double glazed.They no longer need painting and also keep heat in,reducing costs and heat usage,reducing fossil fuel burning,and diminishing global warming,such a simple change with big consequences,but council painters no longer have to paint window frames -LB]

Charles Leadbeater : But the key question.....

Melvyn Bragg :   Come back to this working thing,yeah.

Charles Leadbeater :  Well the key...I think there are a series of criss-crossing and different impacts that play in ways I think work will become more creative for some people,because they'll be more liberated by it.More people will be able to work at home.The cost of entering into self employment will fall.There'll be new working patterns within corporations.
[It's strange that in this "less work" age,staff are being asked to fulfil 24/7 policies of some companies and yet the company takes on no more staff,and in some cases reduces pay.If there is that much work surely it should be shared out more "fairly" -LB]
But at the same time,I think there'll be ways in which,you know,there'll be the "cool centre" culture,in which people are under more pressure.This technology will be used to supervise people more,and there's also I think, an absolutely huge problem of social exclusion.If you go to some of the places which were heavily dependent on the old economy,the Preston Park estate in Hull,which was built around chemicals and engineering,those people there have absolutely no stake in this new economy whatsoever.
[Perhaps that's because of shortsighted politicians and business people who refuse to update to new ways of doing things and stick there heads in the sand,hoping computers will go away.Either that or they've refused to invest in retraining their people because the initial cost is prohibitive.Stupidly,instead of funding regrowth of old industrial areas like the one Charles refers to,lottery money is frittered away on stupid "arty" projects such the millennium decorations,and the kind of silliness exemplified by Turner prize winners.The people who buy lottery tickets,are quite likely to be uneducated lower class people who think "it will be them" and their money is used to fund "high brow" projects that many contributors have little interest in.What they would be interested in is having a job,and that is where their money should go,presuming they are so hot to buy into the work ethic and be a slave.The least that could be done is to use their funds to help themselves,if they're are going to be stupid enough to bet on 14 million to one odds.
Amazingly people are willing to part with money on the basis of these odds,and yet if someone said that the chances of GM food going wrong was 14 million to one,they then wouldn't think it such a good bet.If they're not willing to gamble on GM on lower odds of failure,why are they willing to gamble money when they are much more likely to lose? The fact that GM is perceived as a detriment,and the lottery prize as a benefit, disproportionately affects the reaction to the information.Instead of interpreting 14 million to one as a very low risk of GM going wrong,they say "It could go wrong at all,and that's very bad",but if it is 14 million to one of winning lots of dosh,they say "I could win at all and that's very good"ie "It could be you",negating to take into account how likely it is,or in GM's case unlikely -LB]

And that is a social consequence which we can't bear for long without having some major cost in the future.

Melvyn Bragg :   You find that all over Britain don't you?

Charles Leadbeater : You do.

Melvyn Bragg :   Places built around industries [Because as Ilya Prigogine shows in "Order out of Chaos" certain things act as "attractors" in social systems and other things collect around them like iron filings around a magnet -LB],which for one reason or another,we needn't go into that at the moment,for good...for reasons which can be understood and reasons which defy belief [Most reasons defy belief -LB] have been wiped out in the last 15 years.

Charles Leadbeater :  Yeah,and the inequality in the old economy will translate itself,this is the danger,into even greater inequality in the new economy,because those places lack the social and human and intellectual and knowledge capital that are needed to give people a chance in the new economy.

Melvyn Bragg :    So the revolutionary future you see,you don't see it through rosy....? The social impact you see as being more destructive than er.....?

Charles Leadbeater :   No not necessarily....as I said I think they cross...the social impact depends on our social creativity.The thing that stands out for me about the Victorians as radicals and revolutionaries was there ability to combine science and technology with social and political innovation.
[As Polly Toynbee said in her article on leaders,Tony Blair is not taking a lead but listening to the populace.The lack of innovation in social change then,is because of the apathy of the population who complain rather than think positively and constructively.They see technology as a fearful thing,instead of a tool to be wielded effectively and an instrument of change.It is entirely necessary that people be vocal and outspoken and make sure that social policies are geared to their wishes.This means hassling politicians and big business and social institutions,modern technology allows them to do that with much greater capacity and flexibility.Most government departments are online and can be communicated with readily -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Philanthropy,insurance.....

Charles Leadbeater :  Not just philanthropy...

Melvyn Bragg :  Insurance schemes,yeah.

Charles Leadbeater :  ....but you know,a lot of the institutions that we currently live with,local government, research universities,trade unions,welfare societies,building societies,and so on and so forth,come from radical Victorian social innovation,and what stands out for me about our era,is that we are radicals in science technology and commerce,but conservative and timid in our social institutions and our political institutions and how we adapt to this change,and that is why the people on the Preston Park estate in Hull,don't have a chance,it's because we're social conservatives and timid,where we should be radical,imaginative and bold.
[Charles is absolutely right.Instead of being ostriches,we should be striking out and making new systems to go hand in hand with technological innovation.Techno-writers and even luminaries like David Bowie have been speaking of the massive social change that would come with communications innovation for ages.Politicians are dragging their feet.I hear Tony Blair still doesn't know how to operate a computer on the internet,it's totally bizarre that such people should be at the helm of a country.At least the government has tried to supply everyone with modern technology so that they aren't disadvantaged,but it might be a good idea to train them how to use it.
During my stints at various retraining locations,I came across one guy,and ex teacher I think,who was training a group of women (ex assembly line workers) in word processing,who was having difficulty working a BBC B computer! Many schools who received equipment during the initial computer deluge (the 8bit age) ended up with expensive paper weights,because no one knew how to use them.
 The people who are usually negatively referred to as Nerds,were the only ones capable of making any headway,and as a letter to City Life suggested [Ref: Science1.Citylife.htm] these top percentile "geeks" provide the means to the very foundation of modern society,and yet they are despised,perhaps because they are capable,educated,people that others are jealous of,and find themselves unable to operate in the complex society that such people create.The kind of "sour grapes" attitude that pervades seems to drive the apathy and despising of technology that seems to be many people's attitude.They feel they are drowning in a sea of complexity not of their own making,and do not see why they should learn to swim in a sea they did not create.
 They have little option.You either learn to swim,or drown.The "geek" shall inherit the Earth -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  We can send trade whizzing round the world,Bangaloor and all points East,but we can't solve the present....

Charles Leadbeater :   The City of London finds it easy to transfer billions of dollars a day round the world,why can't we get five thousand pounds to a social entrepreneur in a Preston Park estate in Hull?
That we find difficult to do,but complex tasks we find easy.This is a paradox.

Melvyn Bragg :  Yes.The tone of what you say,despite you're claiming this is not necessarily pessimistic does strike me as pessimistic.Do you agree with that Ian? You go rather further,I mean  you see it...the future as a great,if I can just quote you,as " a great threat to humanity",your guru Topfler,in 1980,talks about this third wave this third revolution,which we started the programme with,"tearing families apart,rocking the economy",I'm quoting,"rocking the economy,paralysing our political systems",and I can't read my own writing,for the rest...oh "leading to great violence",something like that,I mean you seem to be of that camp.

[Sound familiar? What utter tosh.It's pessimism like that,which becomes self-fulfilling prophecy.There is always the potential for disaster,saying it is going to happen,only makes it more likely that it will.And those that suggested it then say "See, I told you so",why don't they lighten up and try and see the plus side for a change? -LB]

Ian Angel :   Yeah but....but let's come back to what Charles has just said,he said "We can't get five thousand pounds to Preston,but we can send trillions of dollars around the world",assuming....sending trillions of dollars is more complex,than sending five thousand pounds to Preston.That's the whole point.It is more complex to get five thousand to Preston than to send large amounts of money around the world.

Melvyn Bragg : That's an assertion,how would you prove that? [The onus is on the claimant to provide proof,contrary to those people who think it is up to others to disprove what they say -LB]

Ian Angel :  Well the fact is that there are institutions worldwide that have been set up,that will actually allow this to happen.The problem,as Charles said,the social institutions are not in place,the social innovation is not in place to make that  five thousand pounds available.It's already....I 'm just saying what Charles has just said.

[How can you say that you need social innovation and institutions in place to make five thousand pounds available for social institutions to bring about social innovation? Surely they can't be paradoxically co-dependent like that? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you see any signs....? I think that the distinction made is crucial,and is very,very clear and good,that we're radical in technology and conservative institutions,this seems to me a fair old recipe for disaster isn't it?

[It is,but it isn't technology that's the problem,other than it's pace outstripping that of social change.It's the apathetic and sluggish reaction of social response -LB]

Charles Leadbeater :   Er,it's either a recipe for disaster or it's a recipe for some really radical politics,and some really radical redesign of our institutions.

[It's already happening online,with credit points in place of money,gathered through browsing sites and communities forming groups of similar view to campaign for issues,or even creating an alternative to the conventional political system bypassing or overriding political leaders -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   What sort of really radical politics would meet the occasion?

Charles Leadbeater :  Eer,well I think a radical,completely radical rethink of education,when it starts,how it's delivered,how it's funded,where it takes place,so on and so forth.
[A virtual interactive teacher is already being used -LB]
We've only started scratching the surface,at the moment.I mean the current government's agenda which I support on standards and all the rest of it,is about correcting past failure,it's not about creating and education system of the future yet.So for instance,give you an example,two examples.Education,growth industry,huge demand for it,why should it be difficult to set up a school? We should have schools being set up all over the country by new people,why should the state completely control that?

[Because Ian's misgivings of lack of control,will be amplified.You can't control standards without a central authority.There is already talk of a two-tier system for the elite and less capable.Non-state supervised education,will no doubt make it free market education,with multiple standards,with wealthy people getting a better education,that's retrogressive,not progressive.I don't think taking schools out of state control is either a good idea or progressive enough.Why have schools at all? Why not integrate education into the culture instead  of having special places for it to happen? In essence it's already happening.The internet is the biggest repository of human collective knowledge.Anyone at any time can find out about anything.The pressured conformity of learning in an institution can put some people off.Many OU students speak of how they paid no attention at school,and only later in life did they discover the joys of education for the sheer hell (perhaps heaven is a better metaphor) of it. With channels on digital TV geared specifically to education,and virtual teaching,education has never had a better opportunity to not be based in a specific building.Teachers could still work,providing tutoring when it suits them and in ways which fit their lives.
 People have said to me that I would make a good teacher.I checked out the enrolment process and the attitudes of the orthodoxy,they,as a social institution do not seem to realise what changes are necessary,they are too slow moving.I provide an interactive service and interactive dialogue with other people,theoretically all over the world,not just in a local zone.My abilities a freely available to other people,and theirs to me,I learn from them too.Any good teacher,is capable of learning from their pupils.In fact the pupil-teacher barrier is broken down,and there are just mutually informing people passing information back and forth,people's special areas of knowledge then become an asset that others may require,it is this that people are willing to pay for,not necessarily in financial terms -LB]

Second example,education's going to be a global industry,well what's the future of a university in a global market place? Shouldn't universities be freed from state control and be privately funded and run?

[No they beeping well shouldn't! Look what kind of a fiasco the train system is now that it is in private ownership.Trains in different areas are better and more punctual than others,because some have more funds than others.Such a system leads to chaos,as each company is in competition with the other.In something like transport or education you need an integrated or holistic scheme.Companies do not habitually cooperate,especially if its survival of the fittest.This was shown excellently by Panorama and the vying for use of a segment of Railtrack's line by multiple companies operating trains,some passenger and some freight.Branson's Virgin rail wanted to run an express service and BL Landrover wanted to use the same line to carry it's vehicles to reduce road costs.Both trains impeded the throughput of commuter services,there then followed a bidding war and a bizarre attempt to get the trains through without crashing into one another.It's easy to see why so many trains have crashed recently under such a silly disparate system and no one bears responsibility when it goes wrong.To my knowledge,only Branson is investing in new rolling stock and Railtrack (who spent piles of dosh on arty farty pictures for their offices) cannot find funds for automatic signalling to make the system safe.
The same thing will happen to private ownership of schools.It makes no sense.A properly funded holistic scheme does make sense,as it would with transport.How great it would be to get of a bus and not find that a train had left 1 minute ago.It will always be like this under private ownership,there is no onus for cooperation, and every onus to compete,outdo,cheat and manipulate.Private ownership only brings out the worse aspects of any system as Rupert Murdoch and Robert Maxwell and Al Fayed are testimony.
We rely on the  person at the helm to be of good character,and perhaps this is why many would prefer Branson rather than Camelot to be in charge of the lottery.He is perceived as less than corrupt and as attempting to do right by consumers however many crashes he has personally!
Perhaps in light of many young pregnancies,it might make sense to have Virgin schools!!


Private ownership,means "profit comes first",and profit coming first,is the main scourge of many of our social systems.The stupidity of league tables in schools has meant that some have seen the priority to be the top of the league rather than to educate the pupils (they are not necessarily the same thing),and having to be financially competitive as well can only diminish an educational establishment's ability to do it's job.
 One only has to watch the antics of St Trinians trying to find funds by betting on horses and conning rich parents or using the proceeds of bank jobs to see that education would not be the foremost priority in a non-state system.The problem is funding.Again lottery funds could be used to fund schools instead of silly arty projects that no one goes to see.The lottery millennium fund is just a quango to give money to rich people.If one checks who is on the committee to decide where the money will go it becomes Tab clear.Some lottery money may have been used for schools,but we do not value education enough.
 It is the kind of cultural snobbery that Polly Toynbee alluded to,and backbiting despising of nerds,that leads us to allow funding to go to a stage theatre putting on a dramatic production,penned by some obscure second rate writer,over funding blue skies research into genuinely frontier and ground breaking areas that ultimately progress our society,capitalism,materialism or not.Our priorities are back to front -LB]

So we've got to embrace a much more radical agenda around education and welfare [As long as "radical" doesn't inevitably mean "free market" -LB] and these other areas,if we're going to give people who don't have lot's of personal resources [Say what you mean-poor people -LB] a chance in the new economy.

Melvyn Bragg :   You....can I come back to your sense of...I mean your book "The New Barbarian Manifesto", it's not a cosy read.You do see the future in the hands of the knowledge holders,who seem to me to be just as elitist and just as in command as any elite we can look back on for the last three or four thousand years.
[I'd rather have Bill Gates calling the shots than crummy politicians and news magnates.We're in Harrison Bergeron territory again.What's so bad about being led by knowledgeable people.It's better than being led by a bunch of old public school boys and stuffed shirts that inhabit the political asylums,who are frustrated by sex so much that they go to prostitutes or stuff oranges in their mouths,and shout at each other across benches like spoilt brats.A technocracy is only bad if people are disenfranchised,and this appears to be the fear,that some people are incapable of functioning with so many things to learn about gadgets that they are stumped.That's hard knock school.The only school that doesn't need any funding!
 Given that GM and other scientific things seem so threatening,it stands to reason that in terms of moral decision making,those people needed to make determinations about what should happen must be scientifically literate.This is not the public,it is not politicians,it is scientists themselves.This might seem like putting the wolf in charge of the sheep,but no one else is capable of making sufficiently informed decisions,certainly not apocalyptics like Ian.Alternatively,the public must educate themselves to be scientifically literate enough to make responsible moral decisions about technology that affects them,then they do have a stake.This means having an education system that brings everyone to the same basic standard.That cannot be guaranteed,and most likely will not happen under private funding.
 I dare say,even those afraid of the future and technology would rue current politicians having moral decisions about how technology should be used.A Christian technologically illiterate Prime Minister saying what is morally right? What a farce.No doubt he thinks GM is "playing God" even if his government seems to be giving carte blanche to the GM companies.Government testing is going on,apparently against the wishes of the populace.Are the populace wrong? Probably,they are not informed.Is the government wrong? Probably,they are not listening to the public in a democracy.But why should they,if the public are just ranting,and are ignorant? It is in the best interests of those who wish to have a franchise,to be scientifically literate,and that means a properly funded education system.I thank you,next case -LB]

With the added thing,that they...and I'm going to bring this in as well for both of you to talk about...the added thing that they control the money,and since they've got the money,they always have,there's nothing different there,
[Techno magnates like Bill Gates are much more likely to reinvest in education and blue skies research because their own companies will benefit in the long run.As I said the nerds are the ones that create and maintain our society,and create a profit t'boot,and even if it is a priority,side effects are benefits in terms of investment and progress.I don't really see any new disenfranchisement.The ignorant have always been disenfranchised and will continue to be,all technology is doing is changing who the ignorant are,and what they are ignorant of -LB]

but I'll just finish,and then you two can go on,that they can move that money anywhere,so they need not be taxed anywhere,therefore the income to the old states is in...under serious threat,and this isn't only the super rich,this is lots and lots and lots of people who've been shifted now between....all over the place and evade VAT,and then it can become part of what they do.

Ian Angel :  The super rich have always avoided taxation...

Melvyn Bragg :  Sure.

Ian Angel :  ...but now what's happened is there's a new group of people,who are international businessmen,who are not earning huge sums of money,but increasingly they are available...they are capable of bypassing taxation.But you know,you say that Topfler's my guru,Nietzsche is my guru,and it's "Human,All Too Human" [Ref Video N46: Human,All Too Human],you've obviously not enjoyed it like I did.The idea is that it is humanity we're talking about,and the use of the word "our","us","we",these are problems,because we are using them as we understand what they mean,the whole point of a revolution,is it's actually changing the nature...what group do I choose to belong to?
[I choose not to be part of a group that will have me as a member -LB]

It's no longer a geographical accident of birth.Now I can actually choose to go somewhere else.I belong somewhere else. [Then why don't you go there and take your pessimism with you? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   From what you say in your book,and from what you say,it seems to me that what you're saying is,"Watch out,we're heading for a society where the knowledge holders,those who really know,are going to be so far ahead of the rest,and so independent that they're just going to walk the world,and then the,I'm quoting you back you say "The rest will,resort to racism,socialism.....

Ian Angel :  Socialism yes,socialism.

Melvyn Bragg :  ...fundamentalism",and something else (Ian laughs) ,I mean...all.You're saying much the same,you're sort of qualifying it,and you're putting in shards of optimism,not very convincingly.
[In Frayling's "End of the world" it was called "a curious mix of optimism and pessimism",they're just doing what anxious hand wringers have done down the ages.Insecure people always feel as though the river is about to plummet over a waterfall.There is no new insecurity,it's just a tired reworking of the old one -LB]

Charles Leadbeater :   Oh well let me be a bit more optimistic then,because I think there are these tendencies is at work,but I think that this technology is enormously enabling.I mean my kids will not have to work in  a factory or work down a mine,or hew from the ground or be farmers,they will work with their brains,and that will be true of most of our kids,and this is a huge social change.Technology's migrating towards people,and it will enable,I think,an unfolding of a much more democratic approach to life.

Melvyn Bragg :  But can I ask you two things? One is,how many people is it migrating to,and B...two,will those people,be prepared to support what Ian thinks of as,I don't know whether you use the word rump,and it's a rude word,the rest,who are not going to be up to speed,who are going to be left to pay whatever taxes are left to be paid and so on,is the...how they're going to stop this.....?

Charles Leadbeater : A. I think it's migrating to a lot of people,that I think especially there's a huge generational change going on,and I think amongst younger people,it's an absolutely kind of reflex action,this technology and this way of thinking.Second,Ian is absolutely right,
[I'm still trying to connect Nietszche with dystopian pessimism -LB]
it does raise these huge political questions about loyalty belonging and attachment.But that's down to politics.I mean it depends on our ability,and our political institutions to devise new senses of collectivity and social contract,and that means,you  know embracing this technology to strengthen democracy,to find new ways of connecting people,
[Now you're speaking my language -LB]
and I think actually,people,quite strongly,do need forms of connection,and they will use this technology partly to create that.So I don't think it's an entirely fragmentary individualising,destructive force.Actually new forms of collectivity will emerge out of this,to solve social problems.
[As I have consistently argued,social structures are "emergent" phenomenon,systems grow out of people's choices.If GM is sufficient a problem for enough people,they will coagulate in sufficient numbers to counter any presumed threat.Dystopian visions will never happen,if the population is vociferous and outspoken enough.This means it should be relatively cynical and not orthodox or consistent with establishment thinking.The role of the "contrarian" is perhaps exemplified and shown to be paramount here.Dissenters are necessary,but being pessimistic is unhelpful.Shouting "There is a problem" like Ian detracts from forming a solution.It's one thing to wave a flag and declare a state,it's another to resolve the state into viable alternative.Pointing to anything and everything as a potential disaster waiting to happen,only enhances the chances that it will.Contemplative thought about what is looming (good or bad) and planning for it,is the correct path -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : But you see democracy as an error now,you think democracy will be seen to have been an "error".I'm quoting you.

Ian Angel : Democracy was an experiment that came out of the industrial age,it was a natural form,because the mass of people within society,had power,because they were needed to be part of the factory,they were needed for the military,they were needed to be the market.But as the nature of production changes,in societies that are right sized,where there is sufficient wealth,then forms of democracy may continue,but I'm convinced,where societies are wrong sized,where there's not enough wealth generators in society,then the rich will not support the poor,by paying all of their wealth just to keep society going,they will run away,it tells them where to go.They have already got contacts,because they have networks all around the world.Their ability to generate wealth will be known,and country states will say "Come on in".The Americans are doing it already.

[I'm not sure I should be listening to the voice of an Angel -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   We're doing it with German industry aren't we?

Charles Leadbeater :  I think.....yeah.

Ian Angel :  Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :    Sorry,German business...

Ian Angel :  And what's happened....Germany,which most people think of as the most loyal of countries and yet they have police cars on the borders,intercepting people with bags full of money.Now these are not the super rich,these are school teachers,hair dressers,getting the money out of the country in case they will be taxed on it.Well they will be taxed on it,and that's causing problems.

Melvyn Bragg :   Yes well you're getting a head of steam which is more like your book,it took you a long time to warm up (Ian laughs),because your book is a bit like that,and it's taken you 25 minutes to get there! Charles Leadbeater.

Charles Leadbeater : I think Ian's over stressing how mobile,and global this world will be.I mean in some ways it will be,but people will still need to work in places,and actually tacit knowledge located in particular places arguably become more important,and so the social problems of how you generate tacit knowledge in particular places like Silicon Valley or Cambridge,or wherever,will press on these people,and they will need social solutions which are geographically located,and secondly,of course,it depends on your ingenuity over things like tax and what have you,we can devise new ways of binding people into tax contracts and all that.

Ian Angel :   But also,how much does the individual,is the individual allowed to keep? [Contribute what you're able,take according to your need,sounds good to me,but I think Marx reckoned without unscrupulous people who lie about how much they need,everyone seems to want more than they actually need,and everyone thinks they can have,and deserve,the standard of living of the most fortunate,and given the unequal and unfair (?) distribution of wealth,why can't they? The lottery continues on the strength of that dream -LB] That is the big issue.
[I always wonder why those super rich carp so much about high taxes.Surely it makes little difference whether you have 5 or 10 million pounds,especially if the half in taxes helps thousands of other people in society and especially if you don't do enough to warrant such huge sums in the first place ie football players and pop stars.I even question why managers and directors are paid when "Back to the Floor" shows that they habitually do their job inadequately because of a class/financial disparity with the work force.They are paid higher because they are supposed to be able to manage business.They clearly cannot manage any more effectively than an average worker,and are certainly no better educated.Politicians also do not deserve large salaries.Someone once suggested that politicians should have their pay decided by the electorate according to how well they did the job,or on merit as they tried to do to teachers.Someone even suggested MPs such volunteer and not be paid,so that only truly interested people would do the job for the right reasons.Whichever way around,I do not see why people think tax is avoidable,whilst expecting services.If they had a private company doing the same job they'd expect to pay,what's the difference? Fortunately without an income,I'd be up a gum tree if there wasn't a state system,which I have actually paid into,I've just probably,so far,taken out more than put in,financially,but then others like my ancestors have probably put in,more than taken out.But then money isn't everything,there are other immaterial ways to contribute to society,education is one of them and is perhaps the most valuable -LB]

Charles Leadbeater :  Yeah,well,but Ian,the other problem is that I think there's a huge democratic impetus in this change that's actually empowering with information,education and choice,and that's the democratic impulse...

Ian Angel :  I must be a Marxist then because to me technology is about alienation. [That's just anxiety and paranoia -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Just a second,one at a time.

Charles Leadbeater :   ...the particular form..the particular form that democracy took out of the 19th century in a representative form,I think is indeed passing,but actuality our societies,I think will become far more democratic as a result of this,because the citizen and the consumer,will be empowered with more choice and freedom.[Over time that's been seemingly the running theme.People are more empowered and free to choose now than they once were,I think -LB]

Ian Angel : I agree with you that it will become more democratic,and also it will become more vicious [A curious mix of optimism and pessimism,apocalyptic thinking -LB],because it will be the majority intimidating the minority.
[Why is it not like that at any time in a democracy? -LB].I can see the end of representative democracy [Yes but you're a pessimist -LB],and so what you'll have,will be the majority bullying minorities.

Charles Leadbeater :   I think that entirely.....

Ian Angel : And using the sheer bulk of numbers as the justification as the morality for intimidation.

Charles Leadbeater :   I think that entirely depends on the nature of politics and social institutions.That maybe a future for America,and if we're not careful it maybe a future for the UK,but it's not a future for France,it's not a future for Sweden,Holland,or Germany.

Melvyn Bragg :   I've got to call...blow the  whistle now,I'm sorry about that.You can take a choice between Charles Leadbeater's "Living on Thin Air" or Ian Angel's "The New Barbarian Manifesto".
[With the possible exception of the world wars,I don't think there's been a point in history where the ridiculous calamities presumed to befall man at his own hand have ever come to pass on the strength of visions of apocalyptic pessimists.One thing can be said with reasonable certainty,"things are unlikely to turn out the way you think they will",and they are unlikely to be extreme,since on average they are between extremes in principle. Ian and others are like those are like the sandwich board men with "World will end tomorrow" written on the hoardings,no doubt on the other placard as John Allen Paulos quotes Mort Sahl,will read the PC message "Women and Minorities hardest hit".We never had it so good,and the future could be even better,if only Ian and his cohorts stopped moaning -LB]
I'll be back next week with Martin Amis and Cora Kaplan,talking about images of men,or masculinity,thanks for listening.

